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When you do the IELTS test at home, you get the right and wrong answer. But how can you calculate Band Score from your own test? The table below will explain how IELTS Band scores are calculated and how you can score yourself. All IELTS scores are 0 to 9. In fact, you can also get 0.5 points. For example, you can get a score of 5.0 or 5.5 or 6.5.
IELTS has a strip score for every test skill you take, including listening, reading, writing and talking and also a total band score that averages all the skills of the test. ListeningReadingWritingSpeakOverall56786.5All IELTS scores are between 0 and 9. You can also get .5 points as well (e.g. 6.5 or 7.5). You will receive a group score for each skill (listening,
reading, writing and speaking) as well as a group score overall. The overall group score is the average score of all skills. See the table below as an example. If your total score is averaging 6.25, your score will be increased to 6.5.If your total score is averaged 6.75, your score will be increased to 7.Band Score Description Below describe how competent
english level you have for each group score from 5 to 9. You can see all the scores from 0-9, click here. Listening and reading Band ScoresYour listening and reading scores are calculated by the number of correct answers you have out of the 40 questions in the test. You don't lose points for wrong answers. IELTS Listening scoresCorrect AnswersBand
Scores40938-398.535-37833-347.530-32727-296 .523-26620-225.516-19514-154.512-134IEL Correct AnswersBand Results39-40937-388.535-36833-347.530-32727-296.523-26619-225.515-18513-144.510-1249-83.556-556-56-56-56-56-56-56-56-56 734-52.5IELTS Reading Results (general preparation)Correct answersBand Scores409398.537-
388367.534-35732-336.530-31627-295.523-26519-224.515-18412-222-22 14359-1136-82.5Calculate Your IELTS ResultIELTS Total Score Band CalculatorIELTS Writing Assessment Criteria Two written question challenge 1 and Challenge 2 marked out of 9 according to the following criteria: Task Achievement - How well you respond to the
questionCoherence and Cohesion - How well your written links togetherLexical Resource - How well your vocabulary is is complex and the range is - How well your vocabulary is Your grammar details each labeling criterion. Click here to write the task 1 descriptorClick here for writing the task 1 descriptor group score handles are the official evaluation team
published by IELTS. Below are the labeling criteria for IELTS speaking. Click the table to zoom in. FluencyTalking in Length Speaking without pauses or hesitation Speaking without self-refraction The ability to be understood Using links devicesLexical ResourceUsing range of words and paraphrasing The use of collocations Using a less common dictionary
dictionary Avoiding ErrorsGrammar Range Range The range of grammar stresses Avoiding Errors Begging Can understand thoughout test Able to use intonation Accent does not affect the understanding of the exact word and sound pronunciationY should also spend time studying the group scores for each criterion in the speaking handles published by
IELTS. At IELTS, I want to help take you to the next level. We want to make sure you don't have to repeat the English test. That's why we share with you how we test, how we celebrate your work, and what's important. For IELTS Writing, Speaking, Reading and Listening, we'll tell you what the examiners are looking for and how your test is marked. We'll also
show you how your overall group score is calculated.Full official practice of writing tasks online and getting a personalized feedback report. This way you will know where you can improve. IELTS Writing Assist OnlinePractice your conversational skills with one-on-one coaching with a qualified IELTS expert from IPL. This way you will know where you can
improve. IELTS Speaking CoachingThe IELTS Writing test is marked by qualified IELTS examiners who are intensively trained and monitored to ensure consistency and quality of marking, no matter where in the world the test is done. At least two experts will mark your writing test, and sometimes up to three or four - we do this to ensure the highest level of
accuracy and fairness possible. Your response to test emails scored in areas of response to tasks, consistency and cohesion, lexical resource, and grammatical range and accuracy. To understand what each one means, you can view the writing group handles that have detailed information about each phrase and how they relate to the different group
estimates that are possible. If you need someone to explain this in person, visit the free IELTS Masterclass.Download IELTS Writing Group Task 1 Descriptors Download IELTS Writing Group Task 2 Descriptors Talking Test in IELTS just like the conversation you would have in everyday life. In the test you will sit in a private, quiet room with a qualified
examiner who engages you in the conversation. While it can be difficult to talk to a stranger, make the most of it! With IELTS, the examiner can slow down for you, speed up or even repeat or paraphrase the question if you like - all you have to do is ask. The examiner is there to allow you to perform at your best. Your conversational skills are marked by a
number of criteria, including fluency and consistency, lexical resource, pronunciation, grammatical range and accuracy. To understand what each of them means, you can view the Speaking group handle, which contains detailed information about each phrase and how they relate to the different group scores that are possible. Download By talking a group of
descriptorsIn the reading test, you'll be Forty questions. Various types of questions are used, such as multiple selection, True/False/Not Given, matching and completing a sentence. Your answers are correct or wrong, so the marking is a little different from speaking and giving tests. You'll get one mark for each correct answer, with the total number of
characters that determine your group score. The tables below indicate the average number of marks required to achieve a certain group score in academic reading and general academic reading. The group score Raw score of 40515623730835 Band Score Raw Score of 4041552363630734838In the audition test, you will answer 40 questions that relate to
the audio clips that will play for you. Your answers are correct or wrong, so the marking is a little different from speaking and giving tests. You'll get one mark for each correct answer, with the total number of characters that determine your group score. The table below indicates the average number of marks required to achieve a certain group score in the
audition test: Band Score Raw Score of 405166233730835The Overall Band Score is the average of four score components, rounded to the nearest whole or half range. Component estimates are weighed the same. If the average of the four components ends at 0.25, the group's total score is rounded up to the next half of the range, and if it ends at .75, the
group's total score is rounded up to the next group. If the average ends with a fraction below 0.25 or 0.75, the overall score is rounded down. Some examples: Reading 6.5 - Writing 5 - Talking 7 - Listening 6.5 and 25 Section 25 to 4 and 6.25 Ending in .25 so round up to the next half of the band's total group score 6.5Reading 6.5 - Writing 5.5 - Talking 6.0 -
Listening 6.0 - Listening 6.5 - 24.5 Section 24.5 on 4 and 6.125 Ends with a fraction below .25 so round up the next group total group score - 6.0Reading 3.5 - Writing 4.0 - Talking 4.0 - Listening 4.0 to 19. 5 Divide 19.5 by 4 and 3.875 Ends with a fraction above .75, so the round to the next group's total group Total Score Group No. 4.0Test Take has a fully
operational knowledge of the language. Their use of English is appropriate, accurate and fluent, and shows full understanding. The tester has a full operational knowledge of the language with rare unsystematic inaccuracies and inappropriate use. They may misunderstand certain things in unfamiliar situations. They do well with complex and detailed
arguments. The tester has an operational knowledge of the language, albeit with occasional inaccuracies, inappropriate use and misunderstandings in some situations. As a rule, they handle complex language well and understand detailed reasoning. Tested has an effective knowledge of the language, despite some inaccuracies, use and misunderstandings.
They can use and understand a rather complex language, especially in familiar acquaintances Tested has a partial knowledge of the language and copes with the general meaning in most situations, although they can make many mistakes. They should be able to handle basic connections in their field. The basic competence of the test is limited to familiar
situations. They often show problems in understanding and expression. They can't use complex language. The test-tested passes and understands only the general sense in very familiar situations. Communication often fails. The test taker has great difficulty understanding spoken and written English.The test taker is unable to use the language except for a
few isolated words. The tester did not answer questions. IELTS invests heavily in further development of its test and the processes by which points are awarded to ensure a fair assessment for all test subjects and a reliable result for organizations that depend on IELTS as a measure of English proficiency. Download IELTS quality and fairness information
packIELTS is unique in that it allows you to choose an academic general learning test. Both types of IELTS test measure your reading, writing, speaking and listening skills, however, the questions are slightly different and one test can satisfy you more than the other. Learn more about test format ielts band descriptors listening pdf. ielts listening band
descriptors public version.pdf
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